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The first direct proof for successful neutron transmutation doping (NTD)
of GaP is prerented on the basis of optically detected magnetic resonance

. (ODMR). GaP:S samples grorvn by the liquid encapsulated Czochralski meth-
od were irradiated with thermal neutrons and su$equently annealed at
800" C. In the ODMR experiments the transmuted Ge substitutional on
Ga sites wes detected. The NTD process was also found to creete deep ac-
ceptors, the nature of which will be tentatively discussed.

P CS numbers: 61.80.II9, ?6.70.Hb

1. Intrnduction

Neutron transmutation doping (NTD) is a well established nrethod for n-type
doping of Si. The quality of high-power electronic devices was higlrly improved
duc to tloping homogeneity and low defect concentrat,ion of the NTD Si. Ivluch

less attention was paid to transmutation doping of Ill-V compounds. Till very
rccently
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no dcíinite proof existed of successful NTD of GaP in which Ge tlonors are e.xpccted
to be formed. Iluber and co-workers [lJ, who applied a rather srnall ncul,ron Íluencc,
coultl only indircctly conclude on NTD of GaP.
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Fig. f . ODMR spectra measured zt 2.1K of (a) the starting material LEC GaP:S, (b)
annealed (8000 C, I h), (c) as-irradiated and (d) irradiated and subsequently annealed

(800o C, I h). Changes of the total infrared emission (A I) under 514.5 nm Ar*-excitation
are plotted against gvalue.
Fig. 2. Photoluminescence (top) and spectral dependence of the donor ODMR signals

(bottom) for (a) the starting material LEC GaP:S annealed (800oC, t h) and (b) ir-
radiated and subseqently annealed (8000, lh). Spectra are meiurured through a l.5m
monochromator with a Ge-detector using a 514.5 nm Ár*-Ine for excitation.

In the optically detected rnagnetic resonanse (ODIvfR) studies presented here
the starting material was commercially available n-type GaP:S grown by the liquid
encapsulated Czochralski (tEC) method. The doping level prior to irradiation was

? x l0t7 cm-3. Neution irradiation was performed at Swierk Nuclear Research
Center in Poland with the ratio of thermal to fast neutrons being 1000: l. The
thermal neutron fluence was 1.4 x l0le cm-Z. rtfter irradiation the samples rryere

vacuum annealed for t h at 8000 C. Ilall effect measurements [2] showed n-type
sample conductivity with the thermal activation energF of 200 * l0 meV. This
agrecs well with the value of 204 meV reported for GaP conventionally dopcd
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with Ge and is thus indicative of succeasful NTD.
, fn this paper we will show that after irradiation and annealing the transmuted

Ge(os(zt) Ga* n--*70(72')Ga(P-) +zo(n)6e) enters the Ga site forming Gec" donor
states. Secondly, the observation of Huber et al. [lJ will be conÍirmed that NTD
introduces also some acceptor states which are not annealed out even at 800oC.
The nature of thcse deep Ge related acceptors will be discussed.

2. Results

The ODIVIR experiments were carried out at 2.1 K at 35 GlIz, using a
split-coil superconducting magnet in the Faraday configuration. Samples were
mount in a cylindrical TEorr cavity with slits for optical access. Luminescence
(PL) was excited with a 514.5 nm Ar*-laser line. It was dispersed by a 1.5 m
high-resolution monochromator and detected with a Ge-detector using standard
lock-in techniques. IlÍore experimental details may be found elsewhere [3].

The ODI\íR spectra, measured via monitoring the change of the total infrared
PL in resonance, are shown in Fig. 1. The spectral dependence of the ODI\ÍR
signals was investigated by setting the magnetic field to resonancc and scanning
through the luminescence. Relevant experimental data are plotted in Fig. 2.

3. Discussion and couclusions

The characteristic sulphur donor resonance signal with an isotropic value of
g = 1.99 * 0.01 is observed for the starting material and also following th 800"C
arrnealing - FiS. l(a,b). The as-irradiated material was non-transparent due to a
high concentration of radiation defects caused by p and 7 recoil during transmu-
tation. Ilence, no ODI\ÍR spectrum could be observed - Fig. l(c). After neutron
irradiation and subsequent lh 800oC annealing a new isotropic resonance signal
with 9 = 2.00*0.01 was found - FiS. 1(d). The identical resonance spectrum was
prcviously observcd for conventionally doped LEC GaP:Ge, both in DSR [a] and
ODIIR [5]. Consequently, we idcntify this signal with the subsl.itutional Gc donor
centcr. f. his donor signal is an enhancemcnt of the 1.25 eV emission, see Fig. 2(b),
proving the donor-acceptor pair (DAP) nature of this emission.

We wish to point out that the majority of transnrutcd Gc atoms is active as

donors on Ga sites. If Gep acceptors (Ea = Ev + 258 mev [6]) become active
in Gecu-Gep DAP processes, near-edge errrission should be rletccted. This is not
corrfirrned by our studies, supporting t.he conclusions of lluber et al. Il] for NTD
Calt and Satoh et al. [7] for N'l'D GaAs that rnajor part of the transruuted Ge
enters llre Ga site.

'l'he dist.irrct slrift (= 200-250 rrreV) of tlrc two Pl, bands frotu 1.5 cV and
1.7 cV (for LIiC Gal':S) to 1.25 cV and 1.52 eV (for N'ID GaP), scc Fig.2(a) arrd

(b), is two linrts larger than tlre one cxpecterl to result frorn thc clrangc of donor
ionisation energy orrly (E1y = 107 meV for Sp, /:-p =204 mcV for Gec. [6]). This
corrfirrrrs previous obscrvations [5, 8, 9] thal, tlre accegrtor cnerg!' levcl deperrds ort

the donor irrrpurity irrtroduced into the sarrrple. Frorrr l)1, studics of Gal' doped
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with chalcogenides (S, Se, Te) Dishman et al. [8] propoeed that t,he actual donor
species present in the material also participates in the formation of an acceptor.
The deep acceptor active in the 1.5 eV DAP transition was tentatively identiíied
as a complex incorporating a gallium vacancy (t/c.) and two donors [8J. Extension
of the Dishman model to our data would require that Íca - .Sp acceptors present
in the starting material are replaced by Ve" - Gec. defects. This would further
imply that part of the gallium vacancies, being the dominant structural defects
formed by neutron irradiation [t0, ttl, is stabilised by the formation of I/6"-Ge6"
complex centens.

Summarising, the observation of the Gec. related donor ODMR signal di-
rectly confirmg successful transmutation proving its feasibility for GaP. Addi-
tionally, NTD was also found to create deep acceptors, tentatively identified as

Ve^ - Gec. complexes.
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